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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On August 26, 2008, the above captioned claim came on for a

hearing at Fort Smith, Arkansas.   A pre-hearing conference was

conducted on June 18, 2008, and a pre-hearing order was filed on

June 18, 2008.   A copy of the pre-hearing order has been marked

Commission's Exhibit No. 1 and made a part of the record without

objection.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to the

following stipulations:

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On all relevant dates including January 10, 2008, the

relationship of employee-employer-carrier existed between the

parties.
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By agreement of the parties the issues to litigate are limited

to the following:

1. Compensability.

2. Claimant’s entitlement to related medical.

3. Claimant’s entitlement to temporary total disability.

4. Attorney’s fees.

Claimant’s contentions are:

“The Claimant contends that she
suffered a compensable injury and
that she is entitled to temporary
total disability, benefits,
reasonable and necessary medical
treatment and a controverted
attorney’s fee.”

Respondents’ contentions are:

“The Respondents contend that the
claimant did not sustain a
compensable injury.  In particular,
she has had long standing shoulder
problems prior to going to work for
the Respondent/Employer in November
2007.  Additionally, the claimant
indicated to her supervisor that her
problems were pre-existing and due
to an old injury and not work
related.”

DISCUSSION

The claimant in this matter is a forty-seven-year-old female

who had been employed with the respondent as a sub-assembler,

builder for sixty-seven days when her alleged injury occurred.  The

claimant testified to a significant medical history including a

back fusion, osteoarthritis, hernia repair, bronchitis,

appendectomy, situational depression, and fracture of her right

arm.  The claimant also had carpal tunnel relief surgery on her
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right hand and carpal tunnel release on her left arm followed by

trigger finger release on all four fingers both of which were dealt

with through the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission.

The claimant also testified to having malposition of the

scapula on her left side which had given her trouble for four or

five years.  She stated it caused her pain and numbness on the back

side of her shoulder blade.  She experienced burning, swelling, and

numbness coming from her neck.  The claimant testified that she had

received some medical treatment for this condition prior to her

employment with the respondent.  The claimant stated to the

Commission that she did not “...have a whole lot of problems.  It

ached some,” when referring to her left side malposition of the

scapula and her duties while employed by the respondent.

On June 10, 2008, the claimant states she was using a crimp

tool on some metal braiding when she heard a pop and felt tingling

down her arm with numbness in her fingers.  She went on break and

called her doctor.  The claimant testified that she was told to go

to her doctor’s office immediately.  The claimant then sought out

her supervisor and testified that the following occurred:

“A. I told her I had hurt my shoulder and she
told me we needed to go see Shirley, which is
another supervisor, and I told her at that
particular moment I couldn’t say if it was
related to LaBarge, or if it was, you know,
this other, my malposition of scapula.  So..”

On January 10, 2008, medical records from St. John’s

Berryville show an x-ray of the claimant’s left shoulder was

performed.  The impression was that of a negative study.
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On January 17, 2008, the claimant was seen by Dr. Joseph

Ricciardi at the Orthopaedic & Sports Medicine Clinic of Northwest

Arkansas.  Clinic notes from that day show the claimant descries

her past medical history in great detail.  It is noted that the

claimant is a good historian.  There is no mention by the claimant

of any prior history regarding her rotator cuff.  Dr. Ricciardi

diagnoses her with rotator cuff tear, bursitis, and impingement of

the left shoulder.

On January 24, 2008. Dr. Ricciardi had the claimant undergo an

MRI of the left shoulder.  The report from St. John’s Health System

regarding that MRI gave the following impression:

“No complete or retracted tear of
the rotator cuff is identified.
There is however a laminated
appearance of the supraspinatus
tendon and anterior infraspinatus
with fluid between the superficial
and deep fibers.  This may represent
a interstitial tear or subacute
strain.  There are also findings
compatible with impingement.”

On March 6, 208, Dr. Ricciardi fills out a physical residual

functional capacity questionnaire regarding the claimant.  Dr.

Ricciardi is asked to state his diagnosis and he responded; “1.

Rotator cuff, left shoulder, 2. Bursitis left shoulder, 3.

Impingement left shoulder.”  The doctor is asked to identify the

clinical findings and objective signs and he responded; “Pain and

weakness on resisted rotation of left shoulder, (+) impingement

test, MRI-proven tears of supra and infraspinatus portions of the

rotator cuff.  A Type II/III acromion and degenerated AC joint are

also noted.”  When asked about treatment the doctor stated,
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“patient needs surgery now.”  At the conclusion of the

questionnaire, Dr. Ricciardi offers his medical opinion as follows;

“My considered medical opinion, with a reasonable degree of medical

certainty is that Lila’s rotator cuff tear is work-related and not

in any way associated with a diagnosis of re-existing so-called

scapular malpositioning.”

ADJUDICATION

The central issue in this case is whether the claimant

sustained a compensable injury to her left shoulder in an

employment-related accident on June 10, 2008.  The burden rests

upon the claimant to prove this compensable injury.

In order to meet this burden, the claimant must first show

that this alleged injury satisfies the statutory requirements of

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D).  This subsection requires that the

claimant prove by medical evidence the actual existence of the

physical injuries alleged to be compensable.  Further, this

subsection requires that the actual existence of a physical injury

must be based upon or supported by objective findings as that term

is defined by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(16)(A)(i).

In the present case a review of the medical evidence shows

that the claimant does have objective findings of a left rotator

cuff tear.  This is evidenced by the MRI that was performed on

January 24, 2008, at the request of Dr. Ricciardi.  While there is

no complete or retracted tear of the rotator cuff, the laminated

appearance of the supraspinatus tendon and anterior infraspinatus

with fluid between the superficial and deep fibers more probably
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than not prove tears of the supraspinatus portion of the rotator

cuff.  There is also findings of shoulder impingement.

After consideration of all the medical evidence presented, it

is my opinion that the claimant has “established” by medical

evidence, which is supported by “objective findings” (i.e. the

independent observation of findings beyond the claimant’s voluntary

control), the actual existence of physical injury or damage to her

left shoulder.  Thus, the claimant has satisfied the statutory

requirements for a “compensable injury” that are contained in Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D).

Next, the claimant must prove that her medically established

and objectively documented left shoulder injury or damage meets the

definitional requirements for a “compensable injury” that are found

in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i).  These definitional

requirements are:

(1) The injury arose out of and occurred in
the course of the employment.

(2) The injury was caused by a specific
incident.

(3) The injury is identifiable by time and
place of occurrence.

(4) The injury caused internal or external
physical harm to the claimant’s body.

(5) The injury required medical services or
resulted in disability.

In order to prove the first three of these requirements, the

claimant must show the existence of a causal relationship between

a specific employment related incident and the physical injury.

However, the claimant need not prove that the employment related
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incident was the sole or even “major” cause of the physical injury.

It is only necessary that the employment related incident

contribute to her ultimate difficulties.  Clearly, aggravations of

pre-existing conditions may still constitute “compensable”

injuries.  Further, it is not necessary that the claimant prove the

existence of this causal relationship by medical evidence.  Nor, is

there any requirement that this causal relationship be supported by

objective findings.  The existence of such a relationship can be

reasonably derived from the record as a whole. 

The Appellate Courts have consistently held that the required

causal relationship has been established when the claimant proves:

(1) The occurrence of a specific employment
related incident or accident.

(2) The appearance of symptoms indicative of
the occurrence of the physical injury within a
reasonable period of time following the
employment related incident or accident.

(3) The injury is logically and reasonably
attributable to the trauma that was produced
by the specific employment related incident or
accident, and

(4) There is no evidence of any other equally
or more probable cause of the claimant’s
current difficulties.

In the present case I do not believe the claimant is able to

prove this required causal relationship.  The claimant is the only

person that was present when the alleged injury occurred.  Her

testimony and credibility are essential to her case.  It represents

the only direct evidence submitted by the claimant to prove the

occurrence of a specific employment related incident and the
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existence of a causal relationship between this alleged incident

and the objectively documented difficulties with her left shoulder.

While the claimant’s testimony is never considered

uncontradicted this does not mean it can be arbitrarily

disregarded.  During cross examination, the claimant testified that

she lied on an employment application with the respondent.  A

portion of that exchange between the claimant and respondents’

attorney was as follows:

“Q. You lied on your application, didn’t you?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. So do you normally lie when you wanted to
try and get something that you want?

A. No.

Q. Why did you lie that time?

A. Because I wanted to go back to LaBarge.

Q. Well, that’s what you wanted to do, wasn’t
it?

A. Yes.

Q. Isn’t that pretty much lying for what you
want?

A. Well, Yes.”

I do not believe that the claimant’s testimony is credible

regarding the occurrence of the alleged specific employment related

incident of June 10, 2008.  I simply do not believe the incident

occurred.

As to the appearance of symptoms indicative of the occurrence

of the physical injury within a reasonable period of time following

the alleged employment related incident.  The claimant did testify
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to having felt a pop in the left shoulder as well as numbness in

the arm and fingers after the alleged incident.  This would be

indicative of some difficulties in the left shoulder and if the

claimant’s testimony is believed about those symptoms being present

immediately after the alleged incident then the claimant might well

meet this requirement.

However, the claimant had experienced these same and similar

symptoms prior to the alleged incident date of January 10, 2008.

On October 17, 2003, the claimant is seen by Dr. Daniel Jones at

the Eureka Walk-in Clinic and complains of pain in her left

shoulder for one month especially with abduction.    Dr. Jones’

assessment of the claimant is in part a rotator cuff (capsule)

sprain.

On July 7, 2005, the claimant again visits Dr. Jones and a

patient visit record indicates present history in part with left

shoulder pain.  On July 26, 2006, the claimant saw Dr. Jones and

complains of pain in her left shoulder.

On September 19, 2006, the claimant is seen by Dr. Miles

Johnson of Northwest Arkansas EMG Clinic and reports, “Fairly

consistent burning pain to the left shoulder and shoulder blade

region.”  On February 13, 2007, the claimant visits Dr. Jones with

complaints of, “Left shoulder pain.  This is a chronic problem for

two years that got worse (week ago).  Current symptoms include

pain, swelling, left fingers cool.  The symptoms are precipitated

or exacerbated by lifting.”  Dr. Jones’ assessment is, “Sprain of

unspecified site of shoulder and upper arm.”
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On March 20, 2007, the claimant is seen by Dr. Jones and in a

patient visit record notes an assessment of rotator cuff (capsule)

sprain.

On March 19, 2007, the claimant was seen by Dr. Christopher

Daugherty at the Arkansas Center for Arthroscopy and his assessment

of the left shoulder was, “Shoulder pain differential; rotator cuff

tendinitis, subacromial bursitis, malposition of scapula.”  He

ordered an MRI of the left shoulder.  It was attempted on March 22,

2007; however, the claimant was unable to remain still enough for

adequate clinical purposes.

On March 26, 2007, Dr. Daugherty sees the claimant for

unremittant pain in left shoulder.  His assessment is shoulder

impingement syndrome and rotator cuff tendinitis in the left

shoulder.

On July 11, 2007, and September 17, 2007, Dr. Daugherty again

sees the claimant and recommends surgical intervention with regards

to the claimant’s left shoulder.  The claimant is unable to have

surgery or other treatment due to her lack of insurance and/or

financial means.

It is clear from the medical evidence prior to the claimant’s

alleged injury that she suffered the same symptoms over the course

of years.  She has failed to prove that the symptoms she reported

after the incident are indicative of the physical injury she

reported due to past symptoms, complaints, and the lack of

credibility in her testimony.
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In regard to the alleged injury being logically and

reasonablely attributable to the trauma that was produced by the

alleged incident.  The claimant testified that she was crimping a

metal braiding when she felt a pop in her left shoulder.  If the

claimant’s testimony is taken as true, the mechanics of the

activity she described in testimony are not compatible with the

trauma she is alleged to have suffered.  Thus the claimant has

failed to prove the injury to be logically and reasonablely related

to her trauma of rotator cuff tear.

Finally, to prove the causal relationship the claimant must

prove there is no other equally or more probable cause of her

current difficulties.  In the questionnaire that Dr. Ricciardi

completed with his medical opinion he states, “Within a reasonable

degree of medical certainty that the (claimant’s) rotator cuff tear

is work-related and not in anyway associated with a diagnosis of

pre-existing so-called scapular malpositioning.”

However, Dr. Ricciardi can only reach this opinion in light of

the history and circumstance that the claimant supplied to him.

The claimant at no time disclosed that she had been diagnosed with

rotator cuff difficulties and shoulder impingement.  Furthermore,

she never disclosed that surgery had been recommended for her left

shoulder.   At one point Dr. Ricciardi’s report notes that the

claimant is a good historian.  I believe that is true, but I also

believe she initially neglected to tell Dr. Ricciardi of her true

prior shoulder problems.
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Therefore, I can give little weight to Dr. Ricciardi’s opinion

in that he was not privileged to critical medical history regarding

the very body part that he was opining about.  The claimant’s own

testimony was that she did not know if her symptoms on the alleged

day of the incident were related to that alleged incident or to

prior shoulder difficulties.  I believe it is more likely than not

that the difficulties experienced by the claimant now are the same

difficulties she had prior to working for the respondent.  The

claimant has failed to prove the required causal relationship

between the alleged specific work related incident and her

objectively established difficulties.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical

reports, documents, and other matters properly before the

Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the testimony of

the witness and to observe her demeanor, the following findings of

fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with A.C.A. §11-

9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre-

hearing conference conducted on June 18, 2008, and contained in a

pre-hearing order filed June 18, 2008, are hereby accepted as fact.

2. The claimant failed to prove the existence of a causal

relationship between her objectively shown difficulties and her

alleged specific work related incident.

3. The claimant failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that she sustained a compensable injury in this matter.
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4. That other issues in this matter are now unnecessary to

decide due to the lack of a compensable injury.

ORDER

The claimant failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that she suffered a compensable injury and this matter is

dismissed in its entirety.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_________________________
     ERIC PAUL WELLS
 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


